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Abstract: In this study, we designed two types of gas-sensor chips with silicon–carbon film, doped
with CuO, as the sensitive layer. The first type of gas-sensor chip consists of an Al2O3 substrate with
a conductive chromium sublayer of ~10 nm thickness and 200 Ω/� surface resistance, deposited
by magnetron sputtering. The second type was fabricated via the electrochemical deposition of a
silicon–carbon film onto a dielectric substrate with copper electrodes formed by photoelectrochemical
etching. The gas sensors are sensitive to the presence of CO and CH4 impurities in the air at operating
temperatures above 150 ◦C, and demonstrated p- (type-1) and n-type (type-2) conductivity. The type-1
gas sensor showed fast response and recovery time but low sensitivity, while the type-2 sensor was
characterized by high sensitivity but longer response and recovery time. The silicon–carbon films
were characterized by the presence of the hexagonal 6H SiC polytype with the impurities of the
rhombohedral 15 R SiC phase. XRD analysis revealed the presence of a CuO phase.
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1. Introduction

The interest in solid-state gas sensors is due to their numerous advantages, like their small size,
high sensitivity in detecting very low concentrations of a wide range of gaseous chemical compounds,
the possibility of online operation, and, due to possible batch production, low cost [1,2]. Solid-state gas
sensors based on metal oxides have been widely investigated over the last 20 years [3,4]. However,
solid-state sensors usually display poor selectivity for the measured gas species, high sensitivity to
humidity, and instability, demonstrated through drift in the baseline signal or in the sensor response [2].

The sensitivity and selectivity can be improved by producing composite materials or by doping
with noble metals [5]. Recently, conductive diamond-like carbon (DLC) materials have attracted
considerable attention as a gas sensor material for solid-state gas sensor applications [6,7], as they
possess a unique combination of physical and chemical characteristics [8].

DLC materials are amorphous networks of mostly sp2- and sp3-bonded carbon atoms. The main
disadvantage of the use of DLC in the field of electronics is the low conductivity caused by the high
concentration of sp3 C–C and C–H bonds in the films. DLC materials poorly adhere to the substrate and
function within a limited range of operating temperatures (<200 ◦C) [9]. Their low chemical reactivity
limit their application in gas sensor production.
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The properties of DLC films can be improved through transformation to a silicon–carbon film,
which has high hardness and strength, chemical stability, a low friction coefficient, and improved
thermal stability (at least 300 ◦C).

Therefore, many attempts have been made to increase the conductivity by effective film doping.
The most commonly-used doping elements for incorporation into the amorphous carbon network are
nitrogen, boron, and different metals [10–13]. An important difference between nanocomposites based
on silicon-carbon films and other carbon coatings is that when a large amount of metal is introduced,
the matrix in the silicon–carbon film remains amorphous and stable.

The methods known for depositing DLC and silicon–carbon films include vapor deposition
techniques, such as chemical vapor deposition, pulsed-laser deposition, and ion-beam sputtering.
However, their applications have been limited due to the need for complicated and costly equipment,
and rigorous preparation conditions, such as high substrate temperatures and high vacuum
environments. In this context, electrochemical deposition, due to its flexibility in operating parameters,
may be conducted at room temperature, which favors industrial applications, providing an alternative
to traditional methods [14–19].

Another advantage of the electrochemical technique is the possibility of directly synthesizing the
sensing layer on the substrate. The sensors that are fabricated using direct synthesis are more sensitive
than those with a sensing layer deposited via the strong adhesion of nanoparticles to the substrate [20].

In this study, we designed gas sensor chips that are suitable for the electrochemical deposition of
a gas-sensitive silicon–carbon film, doped with copper oxide, from an organic electrolyte. The purpose
of this work is to compare the gas sensitive characteristics of two different types gas sensors.

We used CuO, as it the most widely-studied oxide of all copper oxides in terms of sensing
applications. CuO is a typical p-type semiconductor with many remarkable properties, including
catalytic activity and high stability [21–24]. The investigation results show that CuO is stable under
exposure to various gases (nitrogen oxides, carbon oxides, volatile organic compounds, ammonia,
etc.), and relatively low changes in base resistivity were observed [23]. So, gas sensors based on
silicon–carbon/CuO films, fabricated in the present work, were examined for the detection of CO and
CH4 molecules.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Films Characterization

The changes in surface characteristics due to surface modification were measured by Raman
spectroscopy using a Raman Microscope, Renishaw plc (Stavropol, Russia, resolution 2 cm–1, 514 nm
laser). Phase composition studies were conducted using an X-ray diffractometer (ARL X’TRA,
ThermoScientific, Stavropol, Russia) using CuKα (α = 1.5406 Å). The Crystallographic Search Match
Version 3.1.0.2 software was used to process the results. The film morphologies were investigated
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM; SEM Zeiss Merlin compact VP-60-13 (Stavropol, Russia)).
The thickness of the films was estimated using the interferometric method.

2.2. Electrical and Gas Sensor Experiments

The measurement setup used for the investigation of the electrical and gas sensor characteristics was
reported previously [3]. The setup consisted of a test chamber with a substrate holder, heating element,
and Pt-thermocouple, control, supply, and measurement electronics (voltmeter and temperature
controller). The operating temperature and electronic control of the measurement system were
automated using a personal computer. The gas inlet was controlled by a valve block and rotameters.

We tested the gas-sensitive characteristics of the films to CO (16 ppm) and CH4 (298 ppm) inputs.
The operating temperature ranged from room temperature (25 ◦C) to 250 ◦C.
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The sensor response (S) was calculated using Formula (1):

S = (Rg − R0/)R0 × 100%, (1)

where Rg is the film resistance under gas exposure and R0 is the film resistance in air.

2.3. Fabrication of Gas-Sensor Chips

Two types of gas-sensor chips were designed. The first type of gas-sensor chip (type-1) consisted
of an Al2O3 substrate with a conductive chromium sublayer of ~10 nm thickness and 200 Ω/�

surface resistance, deposited by magnetron sputtering. The gas-sensitive silicon–carbon film was
electrochemically deposited onto the chromium surface. Finally, the contact electrodes (Cr–Cu–Cr)
were sputtered onto the gas-sensitive layer (Figure 1). The presence of a chromium layer at the bottom
of the electrode promotes better adhesion of the copper metal, and prevents oxidation of the copper
electrode, being on the top.
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Figure 1. General sensor fabrication process on an Al2O3 substrate with a chromium sublayer (type-1).

For the second sensor, a dielectric substrate with a 9 µm-thick copper layer was used. Slits of
80–100 µm width were formed on the surface using the photolytography technique (Figure 2) to design
a resistor under the gas-sensitive layer. The silicon–carbon film was deposited onto the surface and the
slits were completely overgrown (type-2). Finally, the chip edges were cut to avoid current leakage.

The main process steps are outlined in Figures 1 and 2.
The fabrication of these two types of gas sensor chips allowed us to investigate the effect of the

electrode configuration on the sensor characteristics. Differences in metal sublayers influence the film
structure and morphology as the main factors of gas adsorption.

2.4. Fabrication of the Silicon–Carbon Film

An electrolytic deposition system was used to obtain silicon–carbon films. It was substantiated
and shown in [25]. The substrates were mounted on the negative electrode. A graphite sheet was used
as the anode and was separated from the substrate acting as a cathode by ~10 mm.
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Figure 2. General sensor fabrication process on a dielectric substrate with copper electrodes (type-2).

The deposition was completed in two stages. In the first stage, the pure silicon–carbon film was
deposited from a methanol and hexamethyldisilazane (HMDSN) (ratio 9:1) solution. The deposition
time depended on the type of substrate: 30 min and 4 h for the type-1 and -2 chips, respectively.
The longer deposition time for the type-2 chip was due to the prolonged process of slits overgrowth
by the silicon–carbon film. In the second stage, the 0.14 wt% of copper acetate (0.05 wt% of Cu) was
added into the methanol and HMDSN solution, and the film deposition was continued for 7–10 min.
The deposition potential of pure films was 55 and 75 V for type-1 and -2 chips, respectively, whereas
the deposition of the copper acetate-containing solution occurred at ~25 V.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Film Characterization

The film thickness estimated by interferometer spectrometry was about 500 nm and 3–4 µm for
the films deposited on the type-1 and -2 chips, respectively.

Experimental evidence shows that most materials that can be deposited from the vapor phase
can also be deposited in the liquid phase using electrochemical techniques, and vice versa [16,26].
To improve the possibility of the formation of Si–C bonds as a result of the electrochemical deposition
of silicon–carbon film from the organic solution, Raman spectroscopy was employed. The Raman
spectra contained lines that are characteristic of SiC polytypes. Both samples were characterized by
the presence of the hexagonal 6H SiC polytype with impurities of the rhombohedral 15R SiC phase.
We observed bands attributed to Si–C bonds at 580.62 cm–1 and 620.9 cm–1 for the films deposited onto
the type-1 and -2 chips, respectively.

The appearance of two peaks within wave numbers 1000–1700 cm–1 is characteristic of carbon
clusters (G: 1500–1600 cm–1 and D: 1330–1350 cm–1).

Figure 3 shows that the D band was observed in both Raman spectra, whereas the G band was
observed only in spectra for the film on the type-2 chip at ~1586 cm−1. A G band represents sp2

bonds, corresponding to those observed in graphite. A D band was observed at ~1339 (type-1) and
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1342.27 (type-2) cm−1, which was at a lower wavenumber than the G band, and represents sp3 bonds,
corresponding to those observed in diamond [27]. The peaks at 1196 and 1185.6 cm−1 are inferred to
be nanocrystalline diamond and sp3 bonds [28].

The ratio of the intensity of the D peak to the G peak (ID/IG) is related to the cluster diameter of
the free carbon domains [29]. A smaller ratio corresponds to smaller free carbon clusters. The ID/IG

ratio for the film on the type-2 chip was 0.92.
The intensities of the D and G bands of the silicon–carbon film on the type-1 chip were higher

than those of the film deposited on the type-2 chip. The high intensity of the D band confirms the
existence of unsaturated hydrocarbons on the surface of SiC nanoparticles [30].
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The phase formation and surface crystallization were analyzed using XRD, as shown in Figure 4.
Copper existed mainly in the CuO state. The XRD data for type-2 gas sensor reveals the intensive
peaks for the Cu phase, due to the effect of the copper sublayer on the substrate. So, the copper
spontaneously oxidized during the deposition process at 25 V.

SEM analyses were conducted to investigate the surface morphology of the films. Typical SEM
micrographs of the pure and CuO alloy silicon–carbon films are shown in Figure 5a–d,f, respectively.
The morphology of the as-deposited pure film on the type-1 chip was scaly, whereas the that on the
type-2 chip was represented by small and compact grains with an average size of 90 to 130 nm.

The film doped with copper oxide and deposited onto the type-1 chip had a uniformly spherical
morphology with an average diameter of about 2 µm. The cross-sectional micrograph in Figure 5e
revealed silicon–carbon microspheres covered with copper oxide.

In the case of the copper alloy silicon–carbon film on the type-2 chip, the SEM micrograph
(Figure 5d,f) revealed a compact film with well-dispersed nanocrystalline copper in the silicon–
carbon matrix.
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Figure 5. SEM micrographs of silicon-carbon films: (a) pure film on the type-1 chip; (b) film doped
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3.2. Current-Voltage Measurements

Figure 6 depicts the linear current-voltage (I–V) characteristics of the silicon-carbon gas sensors,
indicating the establishment of ohmic contact between the gas-sensitive film and the electrodes.
The ohmic contact between the metal electrodes and the silicon-carbon film can prevent harmful effects
from occurring in the gas sensor. This contact structure not only improves the sensitivity of gas sensors,
but also decreases the scatter-in gas-response properties of these sensors.
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3.3. Gas-Sensor Characteristics with CH4 and CO Gases

The objective of this investigation was to detect the effect of copper in a silicon–carbon matrix on
gas sensing behavior and to compare the different gas-sensor chips fabricated in this work (type-1 and
type-2).

The as-developed sensors demonstrated high stability of the surface resistance at operating
temperatures. The typical dynamic responses of the different sensor types at 200 ◦C are shown in
Figure 7. The responses are rather low, but stable. The lower the gas concentration, the smaller
the signal-to-noise ratio for sensor responses to gas. The sensitivity threshold is usually set to a
signal-to-noise ratio of three [31], which was taken as the minimum ratio to determine the response.
In pure films, the response is weak; therefore, the noise is more noticeable in Figure 7a,c, since the scale
is presented on a narrower range of resistance.
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The type-1 sensor demonstrated p-type conductivity (Figure 7a,b) whereas type-2 demonstrated
n-type conductivity at operating temperatures above 150 ◦C (Figure 7c,d). The long deposition time
(i.e., four hours) of the silicon–carbon film contributed to a greater increase in the proportion of ordered
inclusions of SiC (mostly 6H SiC polytype), through which n-type conductivity was activated by
temperature [32].

The operating temperature has a crucial effect on the sensing properties of the gas sensor [33].
Many of metal-oxides or SiC-based gas sensors operate at high temperatures up to 600 ◦C, and typically
encounter many challenging issues, such as thermal and long-term stability, sensitivity, reproducibility,
and selectivity. So, the development of sensing materials with good thermal stability and sensing
performance is an important task. Figure 8 shows the responses of type-1 and -2 gas sensors to 16 ppm
carbon oxide and 297 ppm methane under different temperatures. The type-1 gas sensor presented
a volcanic type gas response curve with operating temperature, due to the equilibrium between the
resistance drop induced by increasing temperature and a resistance rise resulting from chemisorption
of oxygen molecules [32]. The maximum gas response appeared at 200 ◦C for the type-1 sensors based
on the pure film and copper oxide doped film. For the type-2 sensor, the maximum gas response
was observed at 250 ◦C, i.e., larger than that of the type-1 sensor toward CO and CH4 molecules.
The further increase in operating temperature is undesirable, as it could lead to carbon graphitization.
Both type-1 and -2 gas sensors demonstrated a better gas response to CO, which can be attributed to
the presence of the unshared pair of electrons in carbon and oxygen which provides the opportunity to
establish additional contacts with the surface.

The sensors based on the pure silicon–carbon film had a poor gas response. The copper oxide
introduction into the silicon–carbon matrix increased gas sensor response by six to seven times for
both type-1 and -2 sensors (Figure 7). The response and recovery times were 22–33 s and 34–36 s,
respectively for the sensors based on the pure silicon–carbon films. The type-1 sensor based on the
silicon–carbon/CuO film had a response time of 32–35 s and recovery time of 50–52 s. We observed
large differences in the response (600–700 s) and recovery (1226–1233 s) times for the type-2 chip
with silicon–carbon/CuO film. The gas diffusion process to adsorption centers is difficult, due to the
developed surface morphology of the film (Figure 5d,f).
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Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between the gas sensor response and CO and CH4 gas
concentration in the range of 8–350 ppm. It was shown that saturation occurs at a CO concentration
above 100 ppm. The detection threshold of CO is 16 and 8 ppm for the type-1 and -2 sensors, respectively,
while the detection threshold of CH4 gas is 30 ppm.

Another important criterion for gas sensors is selectivity, which is commonly described as the
capability of a sensor to differentiate amongst various types of target gases. Hence, the responses of
type-1 and -2 sensors to 16 ppm CO, CH4, C2H5OH, NO2, and NH3 gases were measured; the findings
are presented in Figure 10. The response of the type-2 sensor to CO was more than two times higher
than that of other gases, indicating the substantial selectivity. No response was observed to NO2 gas.
The type-1 sensor showed only a small response to CO gas.

The sensor’s resistance was examined to air humidity at room temperature. The results are
presented in Table S1.
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Figure 10. Sensors response towards 16 ppm of different gases at 200 ◦C (type-1 (film, doped with
CuO) and 250 ◦C (type-2 (film, doped with CuO)).

Table 1 provides detailed data of different CuO-based gas sensors. The sensors are sensitive
to different gases (CO2, CO, C2H4O, H2S, C2H5OH, NH3, CH4, C3H6). The response and recovery
time, as important parameters by which to evaluate the performance of a gas sensor, vary from 8 s
to 15 min and 5 s to 50 min, respectively. The operating temperatures of sensors in most cases reach
200–500 ◦C. Thus, we can conclude that our sensors are not inferior in their characteristics to others
reported in the literature. Also, sensors of both type-1 and -2 detect CO at a concentration of 16 ppm,
while well-known CuO-based sensors determine concentrations of at least 200 [36] and 2000 [45] ppm.
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Only one source [50] reported a CuO sensor for 10,000 ppm CH4 detection at 300 ◦C, while our sensors
detect 297 ppm of methane at 200 ◦C.

Table 1. Comparison of reported CuO-based gas sensors fabricated by different methods.

Material Production Method Detectable Gases
(Detection Limit)

Operation
Temperature, ◦C

Response
Time

Recovery
Time Reference

Au-NPs (gold nanopartic-les)
functionalized CuO Thermal oxidation

CO2 (2000 ppm)
300

4.3 min 4.4 min [34]
CO (200 ppm) 3 min 10 min

Cr-doped CuO thin films Magnetron sputtering C3H8 (100 ppm) 250 10 s 24 s [35]

p-type CuO Radio-frequency sputtering C2H4O (5 ppm)
400

15 min 30 min [36]
CO (200 ppm) 15 min 30 min

CuO

Method combining a
hydrothermal reducing
process and a thermal

oxidation process;
dip-coating method of
forming a gas sensor

H2S (1000 ppb) 20 200 s 1000 s [37]

CuO+Pt NPs Sonochemical synthesis
method HCHO (1 ppm) 225 - - [38]

CuO nanotubes
Oxidation of copper

nanowires at 400–700 ◦C
for 5 h

CO (1000 ppm) 175 29 s 37 s [39]

Porous CuO Sol-gel process H2S (5 ppm) 25 1500 s 3000 s [40]

Pt/CuO nanorod Hydrothermal synthesis C2H5OH (1000 ppm) 200 8 min 23 min [41]

Al-ZnO/CuO NCs Sol-gel process Ammonia (100 ppm) 25 14 s 9 s [42]

Shrub-like CuO porous films Chemical etching method C2H5OH (500 ppm) 250 52 s 42 s [43]

CuO nanocubes
Polyol process and thermal

oxidation under air
conditions

HCHO (3 ppm) 350 - - [44]

(7% PdO)/SnO2/CuO NCs
Hydrothermal route

coupled with multiple
thermal processes

CO (2000 ppm) 200 70 s 10 s [45]

Pd-doped CuO nsnoflowers Water bath heating method H2S (50 ppm) 80 15 s 12 s [46]

CuO-ZnO nanoflakes Thermal oxidation Acetone (10 ppm) 300 22 s 26 s [47]

CuO NCs with nanosheets
morphologies

Hydrothermal synthesis
CH3OH (100 ppm)

370
10 s 7 s

[48]C2H5OH (100 ppm) 15 s 11 s
Acetone (100 ppm) 14 s 5 s

CuO-ZnO composite NPs Solvothermal method H2S (2 ppm) 225 30 98 [49]

CuO Microwave synthesis CH4 (1000–10000 ppm) 300 ~8 min ~2 min [50]

Type 1 (silicon-carbon/CuO) Electrochemical deposition
from organic solution

CO (16ppm)
CH4 (297 ppm) 200

32–35 s 50–52 s
This workType 2 (silicon-carbon-CuO) 600–700 1226–1233

3.4. Conductivity Investigation

3.4.1. Conductivity Mechanism

The Raman spectroscopy data showed that the films are heterogeneous, with inclusions of sp2

and sp3 carbon and silicon carbide (amorphous and crystallite) phases being responsible for the
conductivity type.

The films doped with copper also are characterized by the presence of copper oxide. The sp2/sp3

ratio is responsible for the conductivity in pure silicon-carbon materials [51].
The conductivity of semiconductors is due to the concentration of charge carriers and their

mobility. Inside the regions of different phases and on the border between them, various mechanisms
of conductivity are possible: tunneling, hopping, and percolation [52].

The resistance (R) dependence on temperature (T); (LnR–1/T coordinates) (Figure 11) revealed
two areas that are responsible for the predominance of a conductivity mechanism, which is typical for
composite materials (hopping mechanism) and may be associated with a mismatch in the coefficients of
thermal expansion of the constituent parts of the material structure [53]. In composite films, when the
temperature increases, the interaction of copper oxide with the crystalline lattice of silicon carbide
leads to the appearance of bond breaks, and the formation of the density of localized states occurs.
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In the case of the hopping mechanism, the electrical conductivity increases [54]. The response to gases
was observed at temperatures of 150 ◦C and above.
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Figure 11. Dependence of ln(R) on the 1/T or the gas sensor chips: (a) type-1 and (b) type-2. R denotes
resistance, T denotes temperature.

A slight change in resistance with increasing temperature in sensors based on pure silicon–carbon
films indicates the structural disorder of the material and the absence of a significant effect of the metal
sublayer. The low mobility of charge carriers is the possible reason for the poor sensitivity of pure
silicon–carbon samples.

A slight decrease in resistance change with the introduction of copper indicates a weak degree of
doping of the material. The resistance decreases by 10 and 27 times with copper oxide introduction
for type-1 and -2 gas sensors, respectively. The distribution of conductive particles in the film on the
type-2 chip is more uniform, which contributes to hopping conductivity, but the percolation threshold
is not reached and the percolation conduction mechanism does not work [55].

The presence of the sp3 carbon phase and the silicon carbide phase creates bond breaks on the
surface of the film which are temporarily occupied by hydrogen. C–H bonds break with increasing
temperature and the molecules of gases use the bond break as adsorption centers. The adsorption
centers for reducing gases are copper oxide particles:

CH4→ CH4
+ + ē

CO→ CO+ + ē

The better response to CO is explained by the adsorbed oxygen [56]:

2CO + O2-→ CO2 + ē

CuO in such interactions plays the role of catalyst.
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3.4.2. Type of Conductivity (Mott-Shottki Plot)

During the gas sensing test, a p- and n-type of conductivity was found for type-1 and -2 gas sensors,
respectively, at operating temperatures above 150 ◦C. To understand the semiconductor characteristics
of the composite film, a Mott−Schottky analysis in 3.5 M KOH was performed; the results are presented
in Figure 12. The sensors show the presence of both positive (p) and negative (n) slopes in the
linear region of the Mott–Schottky plot, attributed to the presence of p- and n-type phases [57].
The negative slopes (n) of both types of gas sensors are found to be lower, whereas the positive
slopes for p-type are higher, which implies the low carrier density and poor conductivity of the n-type
region [58]. Thus, we suppose that both the type-1 and -2 gas sensors demonstrate p-type conductivity
at room temperature.
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Since our testing gases (CH4 and CO) are reducing type, the gas molecules should provide
electrons, when adsorbed on the surface of the p-type film, resulting in an increase of resistance.
However, the dynamic response curves (Figure 7) of the type-2 sensor show n-type characteristics at
200 ◦C, which suggests that the conductivity of the silicon-carbon sensor may be changed when it is
heated. This fact may be explained by the silicon-carbon film structure formed due to the technological
conditions of electrochemical deposition. Raman spectroscopy (Figure 3) data reveals a greater extent
to the share of ordered n-type 6H SiC and graphite phases, the conductivity of which is activated by
temperature [31].

4. Conclusions

In this study, we fabricated two types of gas sensors based on silicon-carbon films. The silicon-
carbon films were electrochemically deposited via a two-stage technique onto an Al2O3 substrate
with a chromium sublayer and onto a dielectric substrate with copper electrodes with a special
configuration. The electrochemical sensors made possible the direct synthesis of the sensing layer on
the substrate, which improved the sensitivity. The films were characterized by Raman spectroscopy
and XRD analysis.

The gas sensitivity of the chips for CO and CH4 gases was examined. The sensors based on
the pure silicon-carbon film had a poor gas response. Copper introduction into the silicon-carbon
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matrix increased gas sensor response by six to seven times. The type-1 sensor demonstrated p-type
conductivity, whereas the type-2 sensor demonstrated n-type conductivity, at operating temperatures
above 150 ◦C.

A response investigation of type-1 and -2 sensors to 16 ppm CO, CH4, C2H5OH, NO2, and NH3

gases showed that the response of the type-2 sensor to CO was more than two times higher than other
gases, indicating substantial selectivity. The type-1 sensor showed only a small response to CO gas.

The type-1 gas sensor showed fast response and recovery time but low sensitivity, while the type-2
sensor was characterized by high sensitivity but longer response and recovery time.

We showed that the design of the sensor chip can strongly effect the sensitivity of the gas sensor.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2227-9040/7/4/52/s1,
Table S1: Effect of air humidity on resistance drift at room temperature.
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